I. INTRODUCTION
Denormalization is a common tactic for enhancing performance of data warehouses. However, it is rarely used in main memory databases, which regards storage space as scarce resource. In this paper, we demonstrate that MMDB can actually benefit from the strategy of denormalization. We have created A-Store, a prototypical main-memory database system customized for star and snowflake schemas, which applies the strategy of denormalization to achieve highly efficient OLAP. Instead of resorting to fully materialized denormalization, AStore applies a method called virtual denomalization, which allows query processing to be performed in a denormalized way, while without incurring additional space consumption.
The core mechanism of virtual denormalization is to treat array indexes as primary keys, such that each tuple is directly addressable by its key, known as Array Index Reference (AIR). AIR allows join operations to be accomplished by direct positional tuple access.
II. THE MODEL
In A-Store, we store a relational table in an array family, which is composed of a set of arrays of equal length, each representing a column of the The storage model of A-Store closely resembles that of MonetDB [1] , except that MonetDB uses BAT (Binary Associated Table) while A-Store uses array, bitmap and vector as basic storage objects. In addition, A-Store treats the array index as the primary key of a table. Thus, we can obtain a virtual universal relation (or a virtual denormalization) by scanning the fact table and fetching referred tuples in the dimension tables using array indexes, as shown in Fig. 1 . As a result, join is in effect not required.
As A-Store is customized for the multidimensional model of MOLAP, it currently only deals with SPJGA (SelectionProjection -Join -Grouping -Aggregation) queries on star/snowflake schemas. SPJGA queries are the fundamental cases for OLAP applications. To execute a SPJGA query, AStore first transforms it into a SPGA query on its universal table. Then, it simply scans the universal table, filters out the tuples that do not satisfy the selection criteria, and feeds the resulting records to grouping and aggregation operators.
Therefore, in A-Store, an arbitrary SPJGA query can always be processed through the following three phases:
(1) Scan and Filter: scan the universal table and identify the tuples satisfying the selection predicates; (2) Grouping: add each tuple identified by the first phase to a group based on the grouping conditions; (3) Aggregation: perform incremental aggregation on each group. Sort is performed in the end to handle the order-by clause.
III. THE OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
A-Store adopts three important optimization techniques to achieve enhanced performance, known as vector based column-wise scan, predicate filter and array based columnwise aggregation. Basically, three types of columns of the universal table need to be accessed during query processing. They are selection columns, grouping columns and measure columns. A-Store scans these three types of columns in the aforementioned three phases respectively. When scanning the selection columns, A-Store uses selection vector to record the array indexes of the tuples satisfying the selection predicates. This enables A-Store to save memory bandwidth, especially for selective queries in OLAP scenarios. In addition, A-Store applies predicate filter to eliminate repeated evaluation of dimension tables -it first conducts predicate evaluation directly on the leaf tables and generates a bit vector for each dimension to represent tuples that have passed the predicate evaluation; then the bit vectors can act as dimension tables during the scan of the selection columns. The cache friendly bit vector enables dimension table referencing very efficient. Furthermore, A-Store employs a multidimensional array instead of a hash table to collect aggregation results. When scanning the grouping columns, A-Store creates a multidimensional array for storing aggregation results. The array is compact with array index as key, the costly hash key calculating and hash probing are saved. The entire procedure of query processing for A-store is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
To ensure that Array Index Referencing work, A-Store applies a set of tactics to handle updates. It preserves a certain proportion of free space at the end of each array, such that insertion does not always require allocation of new memory space. It applies a lazy-deletion approach. Specifically, an additional bit vector is maintained for each table to record whether each tuple is deleted. When a tuple is deleted, its slot is not removed, but to be reused by future tuples. A-Store applies in-place updating, so it can avoid modifying foreign keys. Combined with data warehouse characteristics, the update overhead can be reduced with tailored strategies.
To parallelize query processing, A-Store logically partitions the universal table (i.e., the fact table) horizontally, such that each worker can process a partition independently. As predicate filters are shared by all partitions, the evaluation of the dimension tables is centralized. Once the predicate filters are generated, they will be shared by all worker threads. The intermediate results generated by each worker thread is used by the worker thread exclusively. The parallelization terminates after each worker thread generates a multidimensional aggregation array out of its own partition. Finally, the aggregation results are integrated into the final result.
IV. THE EXPERIMENTS
To obtain an objective profile of A-Store's performance, we compared it against several modern analytical DBMS whose design and implementation are highly optimized for main memory and modern multicore processors. They include MonetDB (Version 11.15.19), Vectorwise [2] (Version 2.5.2) and Hyper [3] . We also designed experiments to evaluate the performance of materialized denormalization for each of the DBMSs.
The experiment results on the Star Schema Benchmark (SF=100) are shown in Fig. 3 . As A-Store applies a uniform query execution plan to all queries, it has similar code efficiency as Hyper. The AIR mechanism of A-Store proved to be more efficient than all the candidate DBMSs and their denormalized versions. 
